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Abstract. The quality of ontologies in terms of their correctness and
completeness is crucial for developing high-quality ontology-based appli-
cations. Traditional debugging techniques repair ontologies by removing
unwanted axioms, but may thereby remove consequences that are correct
in the domain of the ontology. In this paper we propose an interactive
approach to mitigate this for EL ontologies by axiom weakening and
completing. We present the first approach for repairing that takes into
account removing, weakening and completing. We show different combi-
nation strategies, discuss the influence on the final ontologies and show
experimental results. We show that previous work has only considered
special cases and that there is a trade-off, and how to deal with it, involv-
ing the amount of validation work for a domain expert and the quality of
the ontology in terms of correctness and completeness. We also present
new algorithms for weakening and completing.

1 Introduction

Debugging ontologies aims to remove unwanted knowledge in the ontology. This
can be knowledge that leads to logical problems such as inconsistency or incoher-
ence (semantic defects) or statements that are not correct in the domain of the
ontology (modeling defects) (e.g., [16]). The workflow consists of several steps in-
cluding the detection and localization of the defects and the repairing. In this pa-
per we assume we have detected and localized the defects, e.g., using traditional
debugging techniques as in, e.g., [29,28,30,22,16,15,14,20,13,23,32,12,1,26,27],
and we now need to repair the ontology. In the classical approaches for debugging
the end result is a set of axioms to remove from the ontology that is obtained
after detection and localization, and the repairing consists solely of removing the
suggested axioms. However, first, these approaches are usually purely logic-based
and therefore may remove correct axioms (e.g., [25]). Therefore, it is argued that
a domain expert should validate the results of such systems. Furthermore, remov-
ing an axiom may remove more knowledge than necessary. Correct knowledge
that is derivable with the help of the wrong axioms may not be derivable in the
new ontology. In this paper we mitigate these effects of removing wrong axioms
by, in addition to removing those axioms, also adding correct knowledge. Two
approaches could be used. A first approach is to replace a wrong axiom with a



weakened version of the axiom (e.g., [17,9,5,33]). Another approach is to com-
plete4 an ontology (e.g., [35]) which adds previously unknown correct axioms
that allow to derive existing axioms, and that could be used on the results of
weakening. These approaches have, however, not been studied together.

In this paper we focus on EL ontologies. EL is a description logic for which
subsumption checking remains tractable and that is used (as is or with small
extensions) by well-known ontologies such as SNOMED or Gene Ontology [2].
Further, we assume that we are given a set of wrong axioms W that we want to
remove from the ontology and that when removing these axioms, they cannot
be derived from the ontology anymore.

Our main contribution (i) (Sect. 5) is a framework for weakening and com-
pleting ontologies. It is the first work that combines removing with weakening
and completing. For this framework we give a formal definition of the repairing
problem, and introduce different operations for combining removing, weakening
and completing approaches, and their relationships. Using the relationships be-
tween these operations, we show that different solutions to the repairing problem
exist even using the same basic weakening and completing algorithms (an insight
that no other work has discussed), that there is a trade-off involving complete-
ness and correctness of the resulting ontologies with more validation effort for
more complete ontologies (another insight that no other work has discussed),
and we show how basic algorithms can be combined according to a preference
for the level of completeness. Earlier work on weakening and earlier work on com-
pleting can be represented using our operators and their particular weakening
and completing algorithms. Using the framework we can show that earlier work
on weakening used one particular combination strategy (although with different
weakening algorithms by different authors). Similarly, work on completing used
one particular combination strategy. Our work shows thus that there are differ-
ent variants of the earlier work by combining their basic algorithms in different
ways, with trade-offs involving completeness, correctness and validation work.

In addition to the formal framework there are also other contributions. (ii)
We show the trade-offs for 13 different combination strategies for 6 ontologies in
experiments (Sect. 6). Further, in Sect. 4 (iii) we develop a new algorithm for
weakening and a new algorithm for completing. For efficiency reasons, weakening
algorithms restrict the search space, and we propose a new heuristic for this
restriction. Our algorithm for completing is an extension of the approach in
[35]. Finally, (iv) we provide two implemented systems, a Protégé plugin and a
stand-alone system (Sect. 8).

4 This term has been used with different meanings. In this paper we refer to completing
as the dual task of weakening. The term has been used with other meanings in, e.g.,
[4,31]. Related terms are, e.g., ontology extension [21], ontology learning [6], ontology
enrichment [11], and ontology revision [24].



2 Preliminaries

In this paper we assume that ontologies are represented using a description
logic TBox. Description logics [3] are knowledge representation languages where
concept descriptions are constructed inductively from a set NC of atomic con-
cepts and a set NR of atomic roles and (possibly) a set NI of individual names.
Different description logics allow for different constructors for defining complex
concepts and roles. An interpretation I consists of a non-empty set ∆I and
an interpretation function ·I which assigns to each atomic concept P ∈ NC a
subset P I ⊆ ∆I , to each atomic role r ∈ NR a relation rI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I , and to
each individual name5 i ∈ NI an element iI ∈ ∆I . The interpretation function is
straightforwardly extended to complex concepts. A TBox is a finite set of axioms
which in EL are general concept inclusions (GCIs). The syntax and semantics
for EL are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. EL syntax and semantics. (Note that P and Q are arbitrary concepts. In the
remainder we often use P and Q for atomic concepts.)

Name Syntax Semantics

top ⊤ ∆I

conjunction P ⊓Q P I ∩QI

existential restriction ∃r.P {x ∈ ∆I | ∃y ∈ ∆I :
(x, y) ∈ rI ∧ y ∈ P I}

GCI P ⊑ Q P I ⊆ QI

An interpretation I is a model of a TBox T if for each GCI in T , the semantic
conditions are satisfied.6 One of the main reasoning tasks for description logics
is subsumption checking in which the problem is to decide for a TBox T and
concepts P and Q whether T |= P ⊑ Q, i.e., whether P I ⊆ QI for every model
of TBox T . In this paper we update the TBox during the repairing and we always
use subsumption with respect to the current TBox.

3 Problem formulation

We can now formally define the repairing problem that we want to solve (Defi-
nition 1). We are given a set of wrong axioms W that we want to remove7 from

5 As we do not deal with individuals in this paper, we do not use individuals in the
later sections.

6 We do not take up consistency of TBoxes, i.e., whether a model exists or not, in this
paper as every EL TBox is consistent.

7 We note that in this paper we deal with removing and not the full debugging problem,
i.e., we assume that the axioms to be removed are already found. Removing can be
seen as a simple kind of debugging, or as the second step of the debugging process.



the ontology and that when they are removed, they cannot be derived from the
TBox representing the ontology anymore. Further, to guarantee a high level of
quality of the ontology (i.e., so that no correct information is removed or no
incorrect information is added), domain expert validation is a necessity (e.g.,
[25]). Therefore, we assume an oracle (representing a domain expert) that, when
given an axiom, can answer whether this axiom is correct or wrong in the domain
of interest of the ontology. We have not required specific properties regarding
the performance of the oracle. For instance, we did not require that an oracle
always answers correctly or that the oracle gives consistent answers. As a first
step we have chosen this way as it reflects reality. According to our long experi-
ence working with domain experts in ontology engineering, domain experts make
mistakes. However, this does not necessarily mean that domain expert validation
is not useful. In experiments in ontology alignment, it was shown that oracles
making up to 30% mistakes were still beneficial (e.g., [8]). Further, requiring
consistent answers seems to be a tough requirement for domain experts. This
would require the ability to reason with long proof chains, while humans usually
do well for chains of limited length. It is also not clear how to check that a
particular domain expert would fulfil the required properties. Therefore, in this
work we do not require such properties, but provide user support in our systems
by providing warnings when incompatible validations are made and then allow
the domain expert to revise the validations. We do acknowledge, however, that
requiring such properties and thereby classifying types of domain experts, may
allow us to guarantee certain properties regarding correctness and completeness
and allow us to reduce the search space of possible repairs.

A repair for the ontology given the TBox T , oracle Or, and a set of wrong
axioms W , is a set of correct axioms that when added to the TBox where the
axioms in W are removed will not allow deriving the axioms in W .

Definition 1. (Repair) Let T be a TBox. Let Or be an oracle that given a TBox
axiom returns true or false. Let W be a finite set of TBox axioms in T such that
∀ ψ ∈ W : Or(ψ) = false. Then, a repair for Debug-Problem DP(T , Or,W ) is a
finite set of TBox axioms A such that
(i) ∀ ψ ∈ A: Or(ψ) = true;
(ii) ∀ ψ ∈ W : (T ∪A) \W ̸|= ψ.

Our aim is to find repairs that remove as much wrong knowledge and add
as much correct knowledge to our ontology as possible. Therefore, we introduce
the preference relations less incorrect and more complete between ontologies
(Definition 2) that formalize these intuitions, respectively.

Definition 2. (less incorrect/more complete - ontologies) Let O1 and O2 be
two ontologies represented by TBoxes T1 and T2 respectively.
Then, O1 is less incorrect than O2 (O2 is more incorrect than O1) iff (∀ψ : (T1 |=
ψ ∧Or(ψ) = false)→ T2 |= ψ)) ∧ (∃ψ : Or(ψ) = false ∧ T1 ̸|= ψ ∧ T2 |= ψ).
O1 and O2 are equally incorrect iff ∀ψ : Or(ψ) = false→ (T1 |= ψ ↔ T2 |= ψ)
Further, O1 is more complete than O2 (or O2 is less complete than O1) iff (∀ψ :



(T2 |= ψ∧ Or(ψ) = true)→ T1 |= ψ))∧(∃ψ : Or(ψ) = true ∧T1 |= ψ∧T2 ̸|= ψ).
O1 and O2 are equally complete iff ∀ψ : Or(ψ) = true→ (T1 |= ψ ↔ T2 |= ψ)

4 Weakening and completing algorithms

We now define algorithms for weakening and completing that we use in our
experiments in Sect. 6. Completing is used on the results of weakening.

Basics.We assume that ontologies are represented by normalized EL TBoxes.
A normalized EL TBox T contains only axioms of the forms P ⊑ Q, P ⊓ Q ⊑
R, ∃r.P ⊑ Q and P ⊑ ∃r.Q where P , Q, R ∈ NC and r ∈ NR. Every EL TBox
can in linear time be transformed into a normalized TBox that is a conservative
extension, i.e., every model of the normalized TBox is also a model of the orig-
inal TBox and every model of the original TBox can be extended to a model
of the normalized TBox [2]. Further, we define the simple complex concept set
for a TBox T , which contains all atomic concepts in the ontology as well as the
concepts that can be constructed by using one constructor (⊓ or ∃) and only
atomic concepts and roles in the ontology (Definition 3). Note that ⊤ is not in
SCC(T ). Further, if the number of concepts in NT

C is n and the number of roles
in NT

R is t, then the number of concepts in SCC(T ) is (n2 + n)/2 + tn.

Definition 3. For a normalized EL TBox T with NT
C the set of atomic concepts

occurring in T and NT
R the set of atomic roles occurring in T , we define the

simple complex concept set for T , denoted by SCC(T ), as the set containing all
the concepts of the forms P , P ⊓ Q, and ∃r.P where P , Q ∈ NT

C and r ∈ NT
R .

In our algorithms we use two basic operations which remove and add axioms
to a TBox. The result of Remove-axioms(T ,D) for a TBox T and a set of axioms
D is the TBox T \ D. If D contains only wrong axioms (such as W ), then
the ontology represented by Remove-axioms(T ,D) is less (if at least one of the
removed axioms cannot be derived anymore) or equally incorrect (if all removed
axioms can still be derived), as well as less (if some correct axioms cannot be
derived anymore by removing the wrong ones) or equally complete (if all correct
axioms can still be derived), than the ontology represented by T . The result of
Add-axioms(T ,A) for a TBox T and a set of axioms A is the TBox T ∪ A. If A
contains only correct axioms then the ontology represented by Add-axioms(T ,A)
is more (if some added axiom was not derivable from the ontology) or equally
complete (if all added axioms were derivable from the ontology), as well as more
(if some wrong axioms can now be derived by adding the new ones) or equally
incorrect (if no new wrong axioms can now be derived by adding the new ones),
than the ontology represented by T .

We also need to compute sub-concepts and super-concepts of concepts. How-
ever, to reduce the infinite search space of possible axioms to add during weaken-
ing and completing, we limit the use of nesting operators while computing sub-
and super-concepts.8 This we do by only considering sub- and super-concepts in

8 Weaker limitations are possible, but the weaker the restriction, the larger the solution
search space and the higher the probability of a less usable practical system.



the SCC of a TBox (Definition 4). As subsumption checking in EL is tractable,
finding these sub- and super-concepts is tractable.

Definition 4. (super- and sub-concepts in SCC)
sup(P, T )←{ sp | T ⊨ P ⊑ sp ∧ sp ∈ SCC(T )}
sub(P, T )←{ sb | T ⊨ sb ⊑ P ∧ sb ∈ SCC(T )}

Finally, as we work on normalized EL TBoxes, we need to make sure that
when adding axioms, these are of one of the forms P ⊑ Q, P ⊓Q ⊑ R, ∃r.P ⊑
Q and P ⊑ ∃r.Q where P , Q, R ∈ NT

C and r ∈ NT
R . We note that new atomic

concepts, not originally in the ontology, may be introduced.

Algorithm 1 Weakened axiom set

Input: TBox T , Oracle Or, unwanted axiom α ⊑ β
Output: Weakened axiom set of α ⊑ β

1: wtα⊑β ←{sb ⊑ sp | sb ∈ sub(α, T ) ∧ sp ∈ sup(β, T ) ∧ Or(sb ⊑ sp) = True ∧ ¬∃
sb′ ∈ sub(α, T ), sp′ ∈ sup(β, T ): (Or(sb′ ⊑ sp′) = True ∧ ((sb ⊑ sb′ ∧ sp′ ⊏ sp) ∨
(sb ⊏ sb′ ∧ sp′ ⊑ sp)))}

2: wα⊑β ← ∅
3: for each sb ⊑ sp ∈ wtα⊑β do
4: wα⊑β ← wα⊑β∪ Normalize(sb ⊑ sp)
5: end for
6: return wα⊑β

Algorithm 2 Completed axiom set

Input: TBox T , Oracle Or, a wanted axiom α ⊑ β
Output: Completed axiom set of α ⊑ β

1: ctα⊑β ←{sp ⊑ sb | sp ∈ sup(α, T ) ∧ sb ∈ sub(β, T ) ∧ Or(sp ⊑ sb) = True ∧ ¬∃
sp′ ∈ sup(α), sb′ ∈ sub(β): (Or(sp′ ⊑ sb′) = True ∧ (sp ⊑ sp′ ∧ sb′ ⊏ sb) ∨ (sp ⊏
sp′ ∧ sb′ ⊑ sb)}

2: cα⊑β ← ∅
3: for each sb ⊑ sp ∈ ctα⊑β do
4: cα⊑β ← cα⊑β∪ Normalize(sb ⊑ sp)
5: end for
6: return cα⊑β

Weakening and completing. Given an axiom, weakening aims to find
other axioms that are weaker than the given axiom, i.e., the given axiom logically
implies the other axioms. For an axiom α ⊑ β, this is often done by replacing
α by a more specific concept or replacing β by a more general concept. For the
repairing this means that a wrong axiom α ⊑ β can be replaced by a correct
weaker axiom, thereby mitigating the effect of removing the wrong axiom (Fig.
1). Algorithm 1 presents a tractable weakening algorithm for normalized EL
TBoxes. For a given axiom α ⊑ β, it finds correct axioms sb ⊑ sp such that
sb is a sub-concept in SCC(T ) of α and sp is a super-concept in SCC(T ) of β.
Further, there should not be another correct axiom under these conditions that
would add more correct knowledge to the ontology than sb ⊑ sp. As we work



Fig. 1. Examples. Weakening: unwanted axiom α1 ⊑ β1 is replaced by correct axiom
sb1 ⊑ sp1; assumed that α1 ⊑ sp1 is not correct; formerly derivable correct axiom
sb1 ⊑ sp1 still entailed by repaired ontology. Completion: wanted axiom α2 ⊑ β2 is
replaced by correct axiom sp2 ⊑ sb2; α2 ⊑ β2 is still derivable and additional correct
axiom sp2 ⊑ sb2 in the repaired ontology.

with normalized EL TBoxes, the new axioms are normalized. The existence of
such weaker axioms is not guaranteed.

Completing aims to find correct axioms that are not derivable from the ontol-
ogy yet and that would make a given axiom derivable. It was introduced to aid
domain experts when adding axioms to the ontology to find additional knowledge
to add. While weakening is usually performed on unwanted axioms, completing
is usually performed on wanted axioms. Algorithm 2 presents a tractable com-
pletion algorithm for normalized EL TBoxes. For a given axiom α ⊑ β, it finds
correct axioms sp ⊑ sb such that sp is a super-concept in SCC(T ) of α and sb is
a sub-concept in SCC(T ) of β (Fig. 1). This means that if sp ⊑ sb is added to
T , then α ⊑ β would be derivable. Further, there should not be another correct
axiom under these conditions that would add more correct knowledge to the on-
tology than sp ⊑ sb. Similarly as for weakening, the new axioms are normalized.
The completed axiom set is guaranteed to be not empty for a correct axiom α
⊑ β. It contains α ⊑ β or other axioms that lead to the derivation of α ⊑ β.

Note that weakening and completing are dual operations where the former
finds weaker axioms and the latter stronger axioms. This is reflected in the
mirroring of the sub- and super-concepts of α and β in Algorithms 1 and 2.

5 Combination strategies

Given a set of wrong axioms, there are different ways to repair the ontology
using the removing, weakening and completing operations. There are choices to
be made regarding the use of wrong axioms in the weakening and completing
steps, regarding removing, weakening and completing all axioms at once or one
at a time and in the latter case regarding the order the axioms are processed,
as well as regarding when to update the ontology. Each of these choices may
have an influence on the completeness and correctness of the repaired ontology.
In general, using as much (possibly wrong) information as possible may lead to
more complete ontologies, but also requires a larger validation effort. We have
experimented with 13 different kinds of combinations. In this paper we show 4
representative algorithms that we use in the discussion as examples for general



statements. (We note that all proposed algorithms are tractable and find repairs
as defined in Definition 1.

To show the trade-off between the choices regarding completeness and val-
idation effort between the different algorithms, we define operators in Table 2
that can be used as building blocks in the design of algorithms. The operations
represent choices regarding the use of wrong axioms by removing them (R) and
adding them back (AB), regarding weakening (W) and completing (C) one at
a time or all at once. Furthermore, update (U) is always used in combination
with weakening or completing, and relates to when changes to the ontology are
performed. For instance, when weakening an axiom, the weakened axioms could
be added immediately to the ontology (and thus influence the ontology before
weakening other axioms) or can be added after having weakened all axioms (and
thus weakening one axiom does not influence weakening the next axiom). In the
algorithms this is represented by the use of T or Tr as TBox. The operations
have different effects on the completeness of the final ontology and validation
effort. This is represented in the Hasse diagrams in Fig. 3 where the partial or-
der represents more or equally complete final ontologies. For instance, Fig. 3b
shows that weakening one axiom at a time and immediately updating the TBox
(W-one,U-now) leads to a more complete ontology (and more validation effort)
than the other choices. Fig. 3c, shows that ontologies repaired by algorithms us-
ing one axiom at a time completing and immediate updates (C-one,U-now) are
more complete than ontologies repaired using one axiom at a time completing
and updating the ontology after each weakened axiom set for a wrong axiom (C-
one,U-end one). These ontologies are in turn more complete than for the other
choices. Similar observations regarding removing are in Fig. 3a.

The combination algorithms can be defined by which of these building blocks
are used and in which order. For instance, Algorithm C9 uses weaken one at a
time, remove all wrong, complete one at a time, then add completed axiom
sets at the end, while Algorithm C10 uses weaken one at a time, remove all
wrong, add completed axiom sets one at a time. We can then compare algorithms
using the Hasse diagrams. If the sequence of operators for one algorithm can be
transformed to the sequence of operators of a second algorithm, by replacing
some operators of the first algorithm using operators higher up in the lattices
in Fig. 3, then the ontologies repaired using the second algorithm are more (or
equally) complete than the ontologies repaired using the first algorithm. For
instance, the sequence of Algorithm C9 can be rewritten into the sequence of
Algorithm C10 by replacing the completion operator to a higher-level completion
operator. Thus, repairing an ontology using Algorithm C10 leads to a more (or
equally) complete ontology than repairing using Algorithm C9.

6 Experiments

In order to compare the use of the different combinations of strategies, we run
experiments on several ontologies: Mini-GALEN (used as our running example),
PACO, NCI, OFSMR, EKAW and Pizza ontology (Table 3). We have used the



Algorithm C2 Remove/weaken/add weakened axiom sets one at a time

Input: TBox T , Oracle Or, set of unwanted axioms W
Output: A repaired TBox

1: Tr ← T
2: for each α ⊑ β ∈ W do
3: Tr ← Remove-axioms(Tr, {α ⊑ β})
4: wα⊑β ← weakened-axiom-set(α ⊑ β, Tr, Or)
5: Tr ← Add-axioms(Tr,wα⊑β)
6: end for
7: return Tr

Algorithm C4 Remove all wrong, weaken/add weakened axiom sets one at a
time

Input: TBox T , Oracle Or, set of unwanted axioms W
Output: A repaired TBox

1: Tr ← Remove-axioms(T , W )
2: for each α ⊑ β ∈ W do
3: wα⊑β ← weakened-axiom-set(α ⊑ β, Tr, Or)
4: Tr ← Add-axioms(Tr,wα⊑β)
5: end for
6: return Tr

parts of these ontologies that are expressible in EL in the sense that we removed
the parts of axioms that used constructors not in EL. We introduced new axioms
in the ontologies by replacing existing axioms with axioms where the left-hand
or right-hand side concepts of the existing axioms were changed. Further, we also
flagged axioms as wrong in our full experiment set (e.g., in PACO). All axioms
were validated manually.

For subsumption checking in the algorithms we used HermiT (http://www.
hermit-reasoner.com/). We give results for Mini-GALEN (Fig. 2) which are
representative for all experiments. Table 4 shows results for Algorithm C2 vs
C4 regarding the number of sub-concepts of α and super-concepts of β for each
wrong axiom α ⊑ β when choosing to remove one wrong axiom at a time or all
at once (while both update using the weakening result at once). In the table for
each algorithm there is one sub and one sup set for each of the wrong axioms
(e.g., for C2 for the first wrong axiom there are 3 concepts in the sup set and 2 in
the sub set, resulting in 6 candidate weakened axioms). Further, the weakened
axioms are shown. Table 5 shows the sizes of the sub and sup sets of the axioms
(PPr⊑IPr, IPr⊑GPr, ⊑PPr), and the axioms to add using different orders of
computing weakened axioms sets and adding them as soon as they are found
for Algorithm C4. In Table 6 we show the sizes of the sub and sup sets for the
completing step as well as the completed axioms for Algorithms C9 and C10.

http://www.hermit-reasoner.com/
http://www.hermit-reasoner.com/


Algorithm C9 Weaken one at a time, remove all wrong, complete one at a
time, add completed axiom sets at end

Input: TBox T , Oracle Or, set of unwanted axioms W
Output: A repaired TBox

1: for each α ⊑ β ∈ W do
2: Tr ← Remove-axioms(T , {α ⊑ β})
3: wα⊑β ← weakened-axiom-set(α ⊑ β, Tr, Or)
4: end for
5: Tr ← Remove-axioms(Tr,W )
6: for each α ⊑ β ∈ W do
7: cα⊑β ← ∅
8: for each sb ⊑ sp ∈ wα⊑β do
9: csb⊑sp ← completed-axiom-set(sb ⊑ sp,Tr, Or)
10: cα⊑β ← cα⊑β ∪ csb⊑sp

11: end for
12: end for
13: Tr ← Add-axioms(Tr,

⋃
α⊑β cα⊑β)

14: return Tr

7 Discussion

Choosing an algorithm. The most preferred repair for an ontology with wrong
axioms would lead to a more complete and less incorrect ontology than the orig-
inal ontology. In general, however, this cannot be guaranteed unless we use a
brute-force method that checks all axioms in an ontology. Although some opti-
mizations are possible, this is in general not feasible. On the positive side, remov-
ing axioms does not introduce more incorrect knowledge and adding axioms does
not remove correct knowledge. Unfortunately, removing wrong axioms may make
the ontology less complete. For instance, when removing W from Mini-GALEN,
the correct axiom PPr ⊑ NPr cannot be derived anymore. The weakening and
completing alleviate this problem, but do not solve it completely. Adding correct
axioms may make the ontology more incorrect in the case where some defects in
the ontology were not yet detected or repaired and these lead to the derivation
of new defects.

There is also a trade-off between using as much, but possibly wrong, knowl-
edge as possible in the ontology and removing as much wrong knowledge as
possible, when computing weakened and completed axiom sets (Fig. 3a). In the
former case, more axioms (including more wrong axioms) are generated and need
to be validated than in the latter case, but the final ontology in the former case
may be more complete than in the latter case. For instance, Table 4 shows that
sizes of the sup and sub sets for removing one axiom at a time are larger than
or equal to the sizes of the sets for removing all at once (Algorithms C2 vs C4).
When removing one at a time, the other wrong axioms can lead to more sub-
and super-concepts and thus larger weakened axiom sets. This entails a higher
validation effort by the domain expert, but it also leads to a more complete
ontology as the axiom PPr ⊑ NPr is not always found by the approaches that



Algorithm C10 Weaken one at a time, remove all wrong, complete/add com-
pleted axiom sets one at a time

Input: TBox T , Oracle Or, set of unwanted axioms W
Output: A repaired TBox

1: for each α ⊑ β ∈ W do
2: Tr ← Remove-axioms(T , {α ⊑ β})
3: wα⊑β ← weakened-axiom-set(α ⊑ β, Tr, Or)
4: end for
5: Tr ← Remove-axioms(T , W )
6: for each α ⊑ β ∈ W do
7: for each sb ⊑ sp ∈ wα⊑β do
8: csb⊑sp ← completed-axiom-set(sb ⊑ sp,Tr, Or)
9: Tr ← Add-axioms(Tr,csb⊑sp)
10: end for
11: end for
12: return Tr

remove all at once. Another choice is to add new correct axioms as soon as they
are found or wait until the end (Fig. 3b). In the former case they may be used
to find additional information, but the end result may depend on the order that
the axioms are handled. Also the order in which the axioms are processed, has
an influence on the result as seen from Table 5 for Algorithm C4.

Similar observations can be made when completing is added to the removing
and weakening (Fig. 3c). When the completed axioms are added one at a time
during each iteration, the sizes of the sub and sup sets for each weakened axiom
are larger than or equal to the sizes of the sets generated when adding them all
at the end. In Table 6 we show this for Algorithms C9 and C10 that differ from
each other in this aspect. Also here it entails a higher validation effort when
adding one at a time, but it also leads to a more complete ontology.

In general, there is a trade-off between validation effort and the level of
completeness and thus the choice of algorithm depends on the user’s priority be-
tween these. For instance, earlier work on weakening discussed one combination
strategy ((R-one, AB-none) with (W-one, U-now)) and did not show there were
different options. In this work we show this trade-off. Further, by providing the
Hasse diagrams we help deciding which features to use. Using features higher up
in the diagrams means more validation work and more complete ontologies.

Domain expert validation in practice. Introducing new concepts may
make it hard for a domain expert to validate the axioms [5]. In our implemented
systems we alleviate this problem by using a naming convention that reflects the
logical description of the new concepts as they would be in a non-normalized
TBox. For instance, we use names such as ’S-SOME-Q’ and ’Q-AND-R’. This
convention also allows the nesting of operators. In future work we will investigate
the technique of ’forgetting’ (e.g., [34]) to further alleviate this problem.

In [5] an ontology consists of a static part considered to be correct and
a refutable part. If we would follow this approach, then in our setting wrong



Table 2. Removing, weakening and completing - operations.

Operations Description

R-all Remove all the wrong axioms at once.
R-one Remove the wrong axioms one at a time.
R-none Remove nothing.

W-all Weaken all wrong axioms at once.
W-one Weaken the wrong axioms one at a time

C-all Complete all weakened axioms at once.
C-one Complete the weakened axioms one at a time.

AB-one Add one wrong axiom back.
AB-all Add all wrong axioms back.
AB-none Add nothing back.

U-now Update the changes immediately.
U-end one Update the changes after the iteration of each wrong axiom.
U-end all Update the changes after iterations of all wrong axioms.

Table 3. Ontologies

Mini- Pizza EKAW OFSMR PACO NCI
GALEN

Concepts 9 74 100 159 224 3304

Roles 1 33 8 2 23 1

Axioms 20 341 801 1517 1153 30364

Table 4. Weakening for Mini-GALEN using C2 and C4. Three wrong axioms give 3
sup/sub-sets per algorithm.

C2 C4

Sup(β,T ) 3 2 2 1 2 1
Sub(α,T ) 2 1 1 1 1 1

Weakened PPr ⊑ NPr
IPr ⊑ NPr

IPr ⊑ NPr

axioms in W can only be from the refutable part. Axioms from the static part
do not need to be validated and should never be removed. Adding correct axioms
should then grow the static part. We note that, in practise, it is not so clear how
to divide an ontology in a static and a refutable part as, as mentioned before,
according to our experience in assisting the development of ontologies in different
domains, domain experts make mistakes even in the parts they think are correct.

8 Implemented systems

We implemented two systems (see supplemental material). As Protégé is a well-
known ontology development tool, we implemented a plugin for repairing based
on Algorithm C9. Using this algorithm the user can repair all wrong axioms at
once. However, by iteratively invoking this plugin the user can also repair the



NC = {GPr (GranulomaProcess), NPr (NonNormalProcess),
PPh (PathologicalPhenomenon), F(Fracture), E (Endocarditis),
IPr (InflammationProcess), PPr (PathologicalProcess),
C (Carditis), CVD (CardioVascularDisease)};
NR = { hAPr (hasAssociatedProcess) }
T = { CVD ⊑ PPh, F ⊑ PPh, ∃hAPr.PPr ⊑ PPh, E ⊑ C,
E ⊑ ∃hAPr.IPr, GPr ⊑ NPr, PPr ⊑ IPr, IPr ⊑ GPr, E ⊑ PPr };
W = { E ⊑ PPr, PPr ⊑ IPr, IPr ⊑ GPr }
Or returns true for:
GPr ⊑ IPr, GPr ⊑ PPr, GPr ⊑ NPr, IPr ⊑ PPr, IPr ⊑ NPr,
PPr ⊑ NPr, CVD ⊑ PPh, F ⊑ PPh, E ⊑ PPh, E ⊑ C,
E ⊑ CVD, C ⊑ PPh, C ⊑ CVD, ∃hAPr.PPr ⊑ PPh,
∃hAPr.IPr ⊑ PPh, E ⊑ ∃hAPr.IPr, E ⊑ ∃hAPr.PPh.
Note that for an oracle that does not make mistakes,
if Or(P ⊑ Q) = true, then also Or(∃r.P ⊑ ∃r.Q)=true and
Or(P ⊓ O ⊑ Q)=true.
For other axioms P ⊑ Q with P, Q ∈ NC , Or(P ⊑ Q) = false.

Fig. 2. Mini-GALEN. (Visualized in supplemental material.)

Table 5. Adding weakened axioms in different order for Mini-GALEN by C4. Wrong
axioms: 1○PPr⊑IPr, 2○IPr⊑GPr, 3○E⊑PPr.

Wrong 1○→ 2○→ 3○ 1○→ 3○→ 2○ 2○→ 1○→ 3○ 2○→ 3○→ 1○ 3○→ 1○→ 2○ 3○→ 2○→ 1○
Sup(β,T ) 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 3 2 1
Sub(α,T ) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Weakened IPr ⊑ NPr IPr ⊑ NPr IPr ⊑ NPr
PPr ⊑ NPr

IPr ⊑ NPr
PPr ⊑ NPr

IPr ⊑ NPr IPr ⊑ NPr
PPr ⊑ NPr

Table 6. Completing Mini-GALEN using C9 and C10.

C9 C10

Sup(α,T ) 1 1 1 1
Sub(β,T ) 2 2 2 3

Completed PPr⊑NPr, IPr⊑NPr PPr⊑NPr, IPr⊑PPr

wrong axioms one at a time. Further, we extended the EL version of the RepOSE
system [35,19]. We allow the user to choose different combinations, thereby giv-
ing a choice in the trade-off between validation work and completeness. In the
system, candidate weakened and completing axioms are shown in lists and also
visualized using two sets of concepts. The axioms α ⊑ β to be validated are the
ones that can be constructed by choosing α from the first set and β from the
second set. By showing them together, context of the solutions in the form of
sub- and super-concepts is available. The domain expert can choose to validate
such axioms by clicking in the different panes representing the sets of concepts.



(a) Removing (b) Weakening (c) Completing

Fig. 3. Hasse diagrams. (a) remove and add back wrong axioms; (b) weakening and
update; (c) completing and update. Combinations of operations higher up in the lattices
lead to more validation work and more complete ontologies.

9 Related work

We briefly discuss previous work on weakening and on completing. We are not
aware of work that combines these.

Regarding weakening, previous work looks at the combination of debugging
and weakening. Justifications for wrong axioms and a hitting set are computed.
Then, instead of removing, weakened axioms are computed. In our approach
we assume that the axioms to remove are given (e.g., by having computed a
hitting set) and that when removing them they cannot be derived anymore.
When this assumption is not made then, as pointed out in [5] (and ignored
by older approaches) the weakening needs to be iterated to obtain a repair.
We also note that none of the approaches explicitly state the use of a domain
expert/oracle and they are purely logic-based. In practice, however, a domain
expert/oracle is needed as otherwise axioms that are wrong in the domain of the
ontology could be added. Regarding the weakening algorithm, in contrast to our
approach, the other approaches work on non-normalized TBoxes. This means
that they may find better solutions for the weakening, but the search space
for solutions also becomes infinite. In [33] algorithms for weakening for EL and
ALC are given with tractable and exponential complexity, respectively. They
are based on refinement operators that are applied on the concepts of GCIs.
The approach is extended in [7] for SROIQ TBoxes with an algorithm with
almost-sure termination. Also in [9] an approach based on refinement operators
is presented for ALC. The nesting of operators is restricted based on the size of
a concept. In [5] the right-hand side of axioms is generalized, but the left-hand
side is not specialized to obtain a well-founded weakening relation (i.e., there is
no infinite chain of weakenings). Essentially, our use of sup(P, T ) and sub(P, T )
in the weakening is a similar approach. As we have restricted the sup(P, T ) and
sub(P, T ) to contain only concepts in SCC(T ), we only have a finite number of
possible axioms. Regarding the strategy to combine removing with weakening, in
all these other approaches usually one-at-a-time removing (R-one, AB-none) and
weakening (W-one, U-now) is used. From our Hasse diagrams we can see that
this means the most complete ontologies and most validation work for weakening,



but neither the most nor the least complete ontologies for removing. We note
that using our Hasse diagrams, new variants of these other approaches can be
created with another trade-off involving correctness and completeness. Further,
the issue of the influence of the order is not addressed. In [17] parts of axioms
to remove are pinpointed and harmful and helpful changes are defined.

Regarding completing, previous work with validation by a domain expert
(e.g., [35] for the EL family, [18] for ALC) allowed only axioms of the form P
⊑ Q where P and Q are atomic concepts in the completed axioms set while
Algorithm 2 allows P and Q to be in SCC(T ) (and then normalizes). That
work used one particular combination strategy, i.e., (C-one, U-end-all). A non-
interactive solution that is independent of the constructors of the description
logic is proposed in [10]. This approach introduces justification patterns that
can be instantiated with existing concepts or new concepts.

10 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed an interactive approach using weakening and com-
pleting to mitigate the negative effects of removing wrong axioms in EL ontolo-
gies. We presented a framework (and the first approach) for combining removing
with weakening and completing. We showed that there are different combination
strategies and that there is a trade-off involving correctness and completeness.
We also introduced a way to compare combination strategies and showed that
earlier work covered one type of combination strategy. Further, we presented new
algorithms for weakening and completion and using these, showed the influence
of 13 combination strategies on the completeness for 6 ontologies in experiments.

For future work we will investigate integrating the full debugging with weak-
ening and completing. It is clear that, when for debugging we also add the step
of finding which axioms to remove, that also this new step can be combined with
removing, weakening and completing and thus leads to new combination strate-
gies with different trade-offs. Further, for completing, we will look into other
strategies for reducing the search space while still maintaining a practically fea-
sible validation work for the domain expert. It is also interesting to investigate
the problem for more expressive description logics.

Supplemental Material Statement. More details regarding the other algorithms,
the full results of the experiments, diagram derivation and a short discussion
on the difference of the combination strategies can be found in the supple-
mental material, which is available at https://www.ida.liu.se/~patla00/

publications/ESWC2023/.
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